


Welcome to our enchanting world of Farmlife, where 
imagination takes root and adventure grows! Our farm-themed 
playground series is a delightful fusion of play and nature, 
designed to transport children to the heart of a vibrant and 
interactive farm experience. As the sun-drenched fields and 
cheerful barns come to life in a captivating play environment, 
young explorers are invited to embark on a journey that combines 
the joy of play with the wonders of farm life.

In this series, we’ve meticulously crafted a range of play structures 
that pay homage to the charm and excitement of the countryside. 
From whimsical sand play to interactive animal sculptures, every 
element is thoughtfully designed to inspire creativity, foster 
social interactions, and provide endless hours of laughter-filled 
exploration. As children engage in active play, they’ll develop physical 
skills, cognitive abilities, and a deeper connection to the natural 
world.

Safety is our utmost priority, just as it is on a real farm. Each play 
structure within our farm-themed playground series is crafted with 
precision and undergoes rigorous testing to ensure it meets the highest 
safety standards. Parents and caregivers can relax knowing that their 
little ones are free to roam, learn, and grow in a secure and nurturing 
environment.

 Join us as we cultivate joy, sow laughter, and reap unforgettable 
memories on our farm-themed playground series. Whether it’s tending 
to a make-believe garden, clambering up a haystack, or imagining life as a 
friendly farm animal, children are invited to let their imagination flourish 
and harvest the magic that only a farm-inspired playground can provide.
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LM506
Embankment slide HUSKY

Description
Slope slide HUSKY is a 1.5 metre high slide with a platform, suitable for slopes. This 
adorable slide has a husky design that captures the spirit and energy of this beloved breed. 
With its perky ears, friendly face, and bushy tail, it’s an irresistible invitation to play.

Material
Product frame, support beams and metal details are made of hot-dipped galvanized steel, 
all fixing accessories from stainless steel. All side panels are made of 15 mm HDPE. The 
slide has got a stainless-steel sliding surface, which can be replaced by HDPE in case 
requested. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as standard 
solution it is concreted into the ground.

Did you know ...

that huskies are 
infamous escape artists 
that can find a way out 
of everything.
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FARM1
Farming complex small

Description
“Farming complex small” is an engaging outdoor play structure designed to provide 
children with an enriching opportunity to fully engage with and learn about farm life, 
typically through hands-on activities, role-playing and games. It is a versatile combination 
of farm-themed play and sensory exploration.
This play equipment features an educational activity panel and printed panels with horse, 
chicken, and grain storage images. Additionally, there are sand-play elements, including 
two sandboxes, a bucket on a rail, and a sand chute. 

Material
Product frame, support beams, fixing accessories and metal details are made of stainless 
steel. Printed wall panels are made of 12 mm printed and laquered plywood and edges 
are covered with metal profiles. Plastic wall panels are made from 15mm HDPE plastic. 
Platforms and ramp are made from rubber-coated slip-resistant 19mm plastic. Product’s 
ground fixings are as standard solution concreted into the ground.

Did you know ...

that horses can’t 
see their own nose 
because their eyes 
are located on two 

different sides.

2.15m2.17m3.20m0.55m1y
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FARM2
Farming complex medium

Did you know ...

that sheep have 
rectangular pupils with 
field of vision within 
270 to 320 degrees.

Description
“Farming complex medium” is a versatile outdoor play structure, where kids can explore, 
engage, and learn through variety of farm-themed elements. It is a multifunctional play 
structure, with sand and role play elements, a climbing net, and a rope ladder. Sand play 
units include two sandboxes, a bucket on rail and a sand chute. The farm shop is equipped 
with images of different farm products, a realistic shop till and a scale to weigh. Additionally, 
there are printed panels with colourful descriptions of farm animals, including goats, pigs, 
horses, and chicken.

Material
Product frame, support beams, fixing accessories and metal details are made of stainless 
steel. Printed side panels are made of 12 mm printed and laquered plywood and edges 
are covered with metal profiles. Plastic side panels are made from 15mm HDPE plastic. 
Platform is made from rubber-coated slip-resistant 19mm plastic. Net and ladder are 
made from 16mm six-strand PES cover braided steel rope and plastic connectors and 
rungs. Product’s ground fixings are as standard solution concreted into the ground.

2.15m3.20m3.40m 0.94m2y
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Did you know ...

that kids should 
learn about farming 
because it helps them 
understand where 
food comes from...

... that carrots don’t just 
magically appear in the 
grocery store but grow 
in the ground, and milk 
doesn’t come from a 
carton but is produced
by cows. 

FARM3
Farming complex large

Description
“Farming complex large” is an engaging outdoor play structure designed to provide 
children with an enriching opportunity to fully engage with and learn about farm life, 
typically through range of activities and role-playing and games. This play equipment 
features two educational activity panels and printed panels with horse, chicken, goat, and 
grain storage images. There are several sand-play elements, including two sandboxes, a 
bucket on a rail, and a sand chute. Additionally, there’s a ramp that leads to an elevated 
platform. On this platform, children can enjoy a slide and a crawl tunnel.

Material
Product frame, support beams, fixing accessories and metal details are made of stainless 
steel. Printed wall panels are made of 12 mm printed and laquered plywood and edges 
are covered with metal profiles. Plastic wall panels are made from 15mm HDPE plastic. 
Platforms and ramp are made from rubber-coated slip-resistant 19mm plastic. The slide 
has got a stainless-steel sliding surface, which can be replaced by HDPE upon request. 
Product’s ground fixings are as standard solution concreted into the ground.
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FARM4
Sand play BARN

Did you know ...

that goats love to 
climb and explore. 
In fact, they can 
even climb trees.

Description
BARN is a barn-inspired sand play unit decorated with images related to a farmyard. This 
play equipment features educational printed panels with farm animals and several sand-
play elements, including two sandboxes, three buckets and a sand wheel. The idea of this 
play equipment is to create a hub of creativity, teamwork, and coordination.

Material
Product frame, support beams, fixing accessories and metal details are made of stainless 
steel. Printed wall panels are made of 12 mm printed and lacquered plywood, which edges 
are covered with metal profiles. Sandboxes are made of 15mm HDPE plastic. Product’s 
ground fixings are as standard solution concreted into the ground.
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FARM5
Sand play GRAIN SILO

Description
GRAIN SILO is a sand play unit inspired by the rustic charm of a farmyard grain silo tower 
and activities around it. This play equipment features educational printed panels and 
sand-play elements such as a sandbox, a sand lift with bucket, and a sand chute.

Material
Product frame, support beams, fixing accessories and metal details are made of stainless 
steel. Printed side panel is made of 12 mm printed and laquered plywood and edges are 
covered with metal profiles. Sandbox side panels and bottom are made from 15mm HDPE 
plastic. Product’s ground fixings are as standard solution concreted into the ground.

Did you know ...

that when you eat 
bread, cereal, or rice,  
you’re actually eating 
tiny plant seeds. 
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FARM7
Sand play HORSE STABLE

Description
HORSE STABLE is a sand play unit inspired by big and small farm animals, horses and 
rabbits, and the activities around them. This play equipment features educational printed 
panel and a sandbox.

Did you know ...

that horses often sleep 
standing up because their 
leg muscles have a special 
locking mechanism that 
allows them to do so 
without falling over.

Material
Product frame, support beams, fixing accessories and metal details are made of stainless 
steel. Printed side panel is made of 12 mm printed and laquered plywood and edges are 
covered with metal profiles. Sandbox side panels and bottom are made from 15mm HDPE 
plastic. Product’s ground fixings are as standard solution concreted into the ground.
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VL59
Spring swing SHEEP

Did you know ...

that sheep’s facial 
recognition ability 
is as good as that of 
primates.

Description
SHEEP is a 1-seat spring swing shaped like a sheep. Swinging helps kids develop balance, 
improves their fitness and lets them have fun. Kids can swing either backwards-forwards 
or the other way around. The swing is equipped with handles and leg supports.

Material
The springs are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Animal shape is made of 
19 and 15 mm HDPE. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and 
as standard solution it is concreted into the ground.
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VL60
Spring swing ROOSTER

Description
ROOSTER is a 1-seat spring swing shaped like a rooster. Swinging helps kids develop 
balance, improves their fitness and lets them have fun. Kids can swing either backwards-
forwards or the other way around. The swing is equipped with handles and leg supports.

Material
The springs are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Animal shape is made 
of 19 mm HDPE. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as 
standard solution it is concreted into the ground.

Did you know ...

that roosters have 
“built-in” earplugs 
because his crowing 
sound can reach 140 
decibels.
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VL61
Spring swing COW

Did you know ...

that a cow can 
climb upstairs but 
not downstairs.

Description
COW is a 1-seat spring swing shaped like a cow. Swinging helps kids develop balance, 
improves their fitness and lets them have fun. Kids can swing either backwards-forwards 
or the other way around. The swing is equipped with handles and leg supports.

Material
The springs are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Animal shape is made of 
19 and 15 mm HDPE. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and 
as standard solution it is concreted into the ground.
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VL62
Spring swing EXCAVATOR

Did you know ...

that excavators on farms 
are used to dig trenches for 
irrigation systems, drainage 
ditches, and even for 
planting crops like potatoes.

Description
EXCAVATOR is a 1-seat spring swing shaped like a excavator. Swinging helps kids develop 
balance, improves their fitness and lets them have fun. Kids can swing either backwards-
forwards or the other way around. 

Material
The springs are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Vehicle shape is made of 
19 and 15 mm HDPE. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and 
as standard solution it is concreted into the ground.
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